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OVERVIEW
The attorneys at Hermes, Netburn, O’Connor, & Spearing, P.C. have decades of experience in a
broad range of civil litigation including business disputes, complex tort and products liability
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cases, automobile liability, premises liability, insurance coverage and defense litigation,

John R. Felice

reinsurance, environmental litigation and construction litigation.
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We regularly try cases in various state and federal courts, arbitrate and mediate cases in a
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variety of forums and handle appeals at all levels of the appellate process.
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Our approach to litigation matters focuses on the early, precise identification and execution of

Brian J. O’Connor

work necessary to develop and prepare a case for early disposition by motion, settlement or,

Holly M. Polglase

where necessary, trial. We tailor our efforts to the goals articulated by our clients, whether it is
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the early settlement of a case, resolution of an important legal issue or the protection of other
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interests.
Our precise and client-oriented case evaluation strategy enables us to deliberately commit

RELATED SERVICES
Litigation
• Appellate
• Breach of Warranty

legal resources that are appropriate to the size and importance of the case. The size of our firm
allows us to handle both large, multi-year cases which involve copious documents and
witnesses, as well as minor cases that involve smart and efficient resource management.

• Class Actions

Whatever the type of case or particular client goals, our attorneys bring to the task their skill,

• Commercial

energy, enthusiasm and commitment to efficient and cost-effective client service. We invite

• Construction

you to learn more about our various litigation practices.

• Contracts
• Employment
• Environmental
• Intellectual Property
• Negligence/Personal
Injury
• Pharmaceuticals &
Medical Devices
• Premises Liability
• Product Liability
• Professional Liability
• Toxic Torts
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